HIS DAUGHTER?
A HOLIDAY FLIRT?
BE ACTIVE – REPORT!

Protect children worldwide

www.dontlookaway.report
Every year around two million girls and boys worldwide are sexually exploited in their earliest childhood - with serious and long lasting consequences for body and soul.

ALL CHILDREN HAVE THE RIGHT TO PROTECTION - ALL OVER THE WORLD!

DON'T LOOK AWAY!
WWW.DONTLOOKAWAY.REPORT

Report suspected cases of sexual exploitation of children worldwide! Click on your country’s flag or the country you witnessed the situation in and help protect a child by reporting what you saw or heard!

Don’t look away - be active!

IF YOU NOTICE SOMETHING SUSPICIOUS, DO NOT HESITATE TO REPORT IT

- via www.dontlookaway.report
- to the hotel staff and management or the tour guide on site
- to your Embassy or consulate in a given country

IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO SHARE

- WHAT exactly did you observe?
- WHEN and WHERE did the incident occur?
- WHO were the persons involved (description/possibly photo of suspect(s), victim or witnesses)?
MORE INFORMATION:
WWW.DONTLOOKAWAY.REPORT

Report indications and suspected cases of sexual exploitation of children.
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